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 Overview Discord Bot VideoBot is a Python Discord bot that lets you upload videos to your channel. Our goal is to get the
upload working on Windows with Python 3.7, and Linux with Python 3.6. You can also run your bot on multiple servers at once
using the regular Bot API. By the way, we have recently released a React-based version of VideoBot. It's available here. Getting
Started In the installation process, you will first need to create a Discord bot. Head over to Discord and create a new bot. Add

some channels in your bot, add your channel to the whitelist, and then enable VideoBot in your bot. You will then be prompted
to send your bot's Discord token. Note that a Discord token is different than a Bot ID. If you have already linked your bot to a

bot token, it should be one of the options presented when prompted. Otherwise, you can generate one. When prompted, generate
a new token by clicking Generate New Token. Installation VideoBot is compatible with Python 3.7 and 3.6. You can use the
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following command to install the bot: pip install discordapp/discord In the event that you are using Python 3.6, you can get the
project with the following command. pip install -r requirements.txt Once installed, you can run the bot using the following

command. discord -c The -c option is needed since the command line is where we will run our script. Example usage Once you
are in your bot, you can run the VideoBot using the command. discord -c [YOUR_DISCORD_TOKEN] -s

[YOUR_BOT_TOKEN] -t [YOUR_CHANNEL] This can be used to run the bot on a single channel or on multiple channels
using the -i option. -i [OPTIONS]:#channel,channel2,..channelN Examples: -i #channel: Runs the bot on a single channel. -i

#channel,channel2: Runs the bot on two channels. -i #channel,channel2,channel3: Runs the bot on three channels. -i #channel,
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